REVOLUTION®
Floor Flood Feeders

The Simplicity of Floor Flood Feeding
with Higher Performance and Control

Let’s grow together.

Comfortable birds eat more, waste
less and go to market faster
Add more comfort, performance and efficiency to your
floor flood feeding program without adding management
steps. Chore-Time’s REVOLUTION® Feeder is now available
in a traditional floor flood system. The REVOLUTION®
Feeder, with its patented comfort grill, has been shown
to increase daily gains and enhance feed conversion in
broiler flocks.
It’s not surprising that the newest advancement in floor
flood feeders comes from the company that introduced
the poultry feeder flood window more than twenty years
ago. Others try to copy our feeder systems, but there’s no
duplicating the results you get from our latest pan design.
For even more feed control at any pan height, ask your
Chore-Time distributor about our REVOLUTION® Rotary
Gate Feeder.

Find your
independent
authorized
Chore-Time
distributor
in our online
distributor
finder.
SM

REVOLUTION® Floor Flood feeder pans feature our extended
five-year prorated warranty. (See Chore-Time's full written
warranty for complete warranty details.)

REVOLUTION®
Floor Flood Feeders

The Only Floor Flood Feeder with
Chore-Time’s Revolutionary Comfort Grill
Designed to fit the natural way
birds eat
Chore-Time engineers carefully observed the movements
of birds as they eat to design the comfort grill featured on
all REVOLUTION Feeders. The scalloped edge conforms
to the shape of the birds and provides a comfortable
indentation that allows them to get closer to the feed.
Perfect for broilers that are bred for larger breasts. The
high-clearance grill lets birds freely lift their heads to
allow natural movement while eating. Because birds don’t
have to back out of the feeder to swallow, more feed is
consumed and less feed ends up on the floor.

®

Chore-Time's REVOLUTION
Feeder Pan Assembly is
1/2 inch lower at the eating
area. It controls waste like
a deep pan, yet offers easy
access like a shallow pan.

®

Flood feeding for fast starts and
easy brooding

Conventional feeder pans
(left) were deep with a
narrow feed surface area.
Chore-Time's REVOLUTION
Feeder Pan (right) has a broad
feed surface area that is easier
for young birds to reach. The
eating area is also thicker.

®

®

How low does your flood feeder go? The REVOLUTION
Floor Flood Feeder gives even the smallest chicks easy
access, but quickly teaches birds that they can reach
the feed without crawling inside. It starts training birds
immediately to efficiently consume feed – with no extra
effort and no extra waste.

The scalloped perimeter of
Chore-Time's REVOLUTION
Feeder matches the shape
of today's birds. It is rounded
and smooth for comfort.

®

Controlled feeding for profitable
grow-outs

The grill's edge overhangs the
pan to help keep feed from
being raked out of the feeder.

®

The REVOLUTION Floor Flood Feeder adjusts to your
management style. Raise the feeders higher to close the
flood windows as the birds grow. Only Chore-Time lets
you manually lock the windows into flood position at any
pan height, giving you the option to provide free-choice
feed at any growth stage. You can also choose one of six
grow-out feeding levels to optimize days to maturity or
final market weights.
Recommended
Feeder Model

Birds
per Pan

Up to 4.5 lbs. (2.0 kg)

12-spoke

60-90

4.5-7.0 lbs. (2.0-3.1 kg)

12- or 8-spoke

55-75

7.0 lbs. (3.1 kg) or greater

8-spoke

45-65

Bird Weight

The T-shaped spokes and
high-clearance grill of
Chore-Time's REVOLUTION
Feeding System make the
feeders easier for birds to exit.

®

Feed line capacity is 17 lbs./min. (7.7 kg/min.) at 348 RPM,
based on feed density of 40 lbs./ft3 (650 kg/m3).

Let’s grow together.
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Visit our web site to find your independent authorized Chore-Time distributor.
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